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2
The comfort pad or blanket unit. O may com

My invention pertains to a comfort unit and
more particularly to a pad or blanket or the like

prise any material through which a small amount
of previously conditioned air may be caused to

and an air conditioning unit associated there

with for heating a person-or for giving the person
a feeling of apparent coolness.

flow. And it may be positioned near a person

S0 that the conditioned air which flows out of

An object of my invention is to provide a com

it will come into contact with the body of a
tress or pillow upon which a person may lie.

fort paid which may be used in bed or the like
for heating a person.

person; or the comfort pad O may be a mat

-

Another object of my invention is to provide a
comfort pad which may be used in bed or the

I prefer to utilize a pad comprised of two

O

like for giving a person a feeling of apparent

coolness.

A further object of my invention is to provide
a comfort pad which will warm a person-or which

Will give the person a feeling of apparent cool 5

ditioned air furnished to the pad passes.
The material from which the pad to is made

eSS

It is also an object of my invention to pro
Wide a small, compact, quiet, device for heating
and/or apparently cooling a person.

Another object of my invention is to utilize
the heating unit in a comfort device for main
taining the "cooling unit' in effective operation.
A further object of my invention is to provide

sheets of substantially air impervious material;
these two sheets being connected together at
their edges and at a plurality of spots 4 through
out their area as is shown in Figure 7. One
sheet of this pad has a plurality of small holes,
such as pinholes 9 in it, through which the con

is relatively inmaterial. So far as my system is
20

concerned. However, I prefer to utilize “Koro

seal' sheets, as the material is very pliable, is

air impervious except where small pin holes are
made, and does not rustle when it is bent and

crimped. This lack of rustle is of advantage
a confort pad for heating and/or apparently
when my pad is used by a sleeping person as
cooling a person which is automatically or semi 25 occasional turning and tossing about will not
automatically controlled in accordance with
cause noise to wake the person up. Further, when
thermostatic and humidity conditions.
a material such as "Koroseal' is utilized the con
Gther objects and a fuller understanding of
nections 4 and the edge seal between the upper
iny invention may be had by referring to the
and lower layers may be made by momentarily
following description and drawings, wherein, 30 applying an amount of heat sufficient to slightly
Figure 1 illustrates partially schematically and melt the "Koroseal' while simultaneously or im
mediately thereafter applying pressure while the
partially in cross-section a comfort unit includ

ing a comfort pad and an air conditioning unit.
Figure 2 is a Sectional view along lines 2-2
of Figure 3, showing a modified form of a por

spot cools to cause the two layers to “weld” to
gether. This may be called "spot welding' as

used With the comfort pad shown in Figure 1.
Figure 3 is a sectional view along line 3-3
of Figure 2.
40

invention to sew the two layers together either
in spots or in long lines, and to seal the needle
holes in one of the layers by means of any hard
enable sealing material but leaving the needle

55

the resistance of the air to passing out through
the small pin holes in the pad a slight balloon

the two sheets become integral at the edges at
the spot 4. It is also within the scope of my

tion of the air conditioning unit which may be

Figure 4 is a circuit diagram of the modified

form of my invention shown in Figures 2 and 3.
holes in the other layer for the air to escape as
Figure 5 is a circuit diagram of the form of my
shown by Figure 8.
invention shown in Figure 1.
The hose 3 may be connected to one corner
Figure 6 illustrates a further modified form of
of the pad 10 by any suitable means such as the
my invention.
45 flat funnel 5 which may be comprised of plastic,
Figures 7 and 8 are enlarged cross-sectional
metal, or the like, and which extends inside the
views of portions of two types of comfort pads
corner of the pad. One end of the hose 3 may
which may be used in my invention, and
slip in the tube-like portion 6 which is integral
Figure 9 schematically illustrates a multiple
with funnel 5 and may be suitably connected
installation utilizing my invention.
50 thereto by clamping or gluing or by friction. Air
With respect to Figure 1, the invention com
which is blown through the hose 3 thereby en
prises a pad or blanket unit 0 which is connected
ters the interior of the pad
and due to the

to an air conditioning unit, indicated generally
by the reference character 2, by means of a
hollow air impervious tube 3 of suitable length.

slight amount of pressure which is built up by
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resistance wire is mounted on the same angle

action or puffing of the pad is obtained. The
plurality of points 4 where the two sheets con
prising the pad are connected together prevent
the pad from becoming too thick when it puffs

irons 33 by means of a bar 3 of insulating ma
terial; the bar 37 being Secured to the angle
irons 33 by screws 38 or the like. A convenient

method for connecting the resistance wire 36 to
insulating member 3 is to thread it through

up. The slight pressure, say, for instance, 1 to 2
ounces, is sufficient to cause a flow of air through
the numerous pin holes 9 in one side of the pad.
Thus if the pad is thrown over a person with

holes 39 through the inwardly turned leg por
tions thereof.

the pin-hole side down the air which flows out
of the pad comes in contact with the person's

Within the housing 2 there is a container 5
which may be comprised of light cardboard,
heavy paper, metal, plastic or the like. The con
tainer is shaped to fit within the housing 2
with its wall portions Snugly against the interior
surface of the housing, and it has air pervious

O

body.

The pad

may be the size of a blanket so that

it can be tucked in around the mattress, or it
may comprise the center section of a composite
blanket the edges of which are of Ordinary
blanket material and adapted to tuck in around

end closure means such as cloth stretched acroSS
the ends and connected to the Walls of the con
tainer 50. Within the container 50 is a large

5

the mattress. The center section of the com

posite blanket would comprise the pad portion

that portion of a bed normally occupied by a

amount of silica gel 5 or other moisture absorb
ing means. The cloth end closures prevent this
silica gel 5 from spilling out of the container 50
into the housing 2 yet permit the air which
flows through the container to pass through the

to that it would not need to be tucked in. It is
also Within the Scope of my invention that the

container 50.

which thereby is adapted to be positioned Over

person. Also, the pad may be Small and adapted
for insertion under the covers of a regular bed

The end 23 of the housing 2 has an outlet

opening 55 to which is connected one end of the
hose 3. Any means may be utilized for connect
ing the hose at this outlet opening Such as a
number of spring clips 56. Mounted on the wall
of the housing 2 preferably between the Silica,
gel container 50 and the outlet opening 55 is a
hygrostat 60 and a thermostat 40. These are
schematically shown as a wide variety of com
merically available hygrostats and thermostats
may be utilized to control my air conditioning
unit.
The angle irons 33 may be utilized for securing
the two portions of the housing together. The
bolt arrangement 24 secures one end of the hous
ing 2 and a bolt arrangement 62 secures the

tube 3 may be connected to a mattress and the
mattress may be air pervious or may have a plu
rality of holes by means of which the air could
come in contact with the body of a person lying
in bed.

.

Connected to the end of the hose 3 opposite
the blanket end is an air conditioning unit in

30

dicated generally by the reference character 2,

and a switching mechanism indicated generally

by the reference character 20 is provided for con
trolling the air conditioning unit. Details of this
SWitching mechanism 2 Will be more fully de
Scribed later.
. .
The air conditioning unit 2 comprises a hol

35

low tubular member or housing 2 which may be

other end of the housing to the angle iron 33.

cylindrical or oval or any other shape in croSS

One or more externally mounted angle irons 63
section, and the member may be formed of metal,
plastic, or spirally wound paper the Successive
may be connected to the housing 2 and to the
windings of which are connected to each other
internally mounted angle iron 33 by means of
by glue or plastic material to form a hard, rigid bolts 24, and each angle iron 63 may have a
tubular member. This housing 2 f has two end . mounting hole 64 through it whereby the con
portions 22 and 23, integral respectively with two
ditioning unit may be connected to the frame of
a bed. Other suitable arrangements for connect
side wall portions. This construction facilitates
ing the air conditioning unit 2 to a bed may be
assembly but it is to be understood that the hous
ing 21 may comprise a single piece tubular mem utilized, such as by Swinging it in a hammock
ber and the end portions 22, 23 may be connected JO which is suspended from the bed. This will pre
thereto in any suitable manner. Through the
vent vibration from being transmitted from the
end 22 there is an air inlet opening 23 having gril
air conditioning unit to the frame of the bed.
work 24 such as a plurality of finely Spaced bars
Also, any of the well known rubber mounting
and/or a layer of cloth or the like for prevent devices may be utilized to reduce the transmis
ing the ingress of foreign matter into the housing 5 5 Sion of vibration to a bed.
2i. The grill 24 may be snapped into the housing
The control panel 2 may be mounted on the
and maintained there by means of Spring lugs
head or on the side of the bed or, if desired, it
may be a separate movable Switch Which may
26 or by any other suitable means.
Within the housing 21 and just inside the be positioned on a night table beside the bed.
opening 23 there is positioned an air pump 30 60 Connected to the control panel 2 is an elec
having an opening 31 positioned closely adja -tric cord 65 Which may be plugged into any con

cent the air inlet 23 into the housing 21. The air
pump 30 is mounted on the wall of the housing
2 by means of angle irons 33 and nut and bolt
devices 24, and comprises an electrically driven
motor for driving an air impeller which may be

wenient Source of electric power, Such, for exam

ple, as a 110 v. 60 cycle, A. C. supply, by means

65

of a plug 68. One side 70 of the electiical Sup
ply line may go to terminal of the air pump
hit 3 and the other Side 2 of the Supply line
may be connected to terminal 73 of the air pump

70

the housing 2 by means of a small hole drilled
therein and this hole may be sealed by a grOn
met 75. The electric motor in the air pump unit

any suitable type which delivers on the order of

5 to 10 cubic feet of air a minute at a pressure of
about 1 or 2 ounces. The electric motor and
pump should be sufficiently quiet in their opera

tion that a person trying to sleep Would not be

Unit 3. The Wires

disturbed either by noise or by vibrations. The

air pump unit 30 has an outlet 35 from which
the air is blown against a heated such as an elec

trically energized coil of resistance Wire 36. The

and 2 extend through

3G is in parallel with the electric heater Coil 36,

and the electrical circuit through the heater coil
36 extends to one of the electrical contacts 6
5

(see Figure 5) of the thermostat 4. The other
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side of the motor circuit is connected to the becomes immaterial. The device shown in Fig
thermostat 40 by means of wire 7. The ther
mostat 40 is arranged so that it opens the cir

lures 2 and 3; which is to be described in detail
later, provides for supplying to a person warm

nostat. 40 and independently of the termost at
40 supplies actuating current to the electric

air which has not been dehydrated and thus not
as much heat need be imparted to the air.
In the summer when the air is warm and its
moisture content is high, the device Would Oper

cuit through the heater 36 when it is satisfied.
The hygrostat 60 is in parallel with the ther

motor in the air pump' unit 30 for starting the
pump; and at the same time completes a circuit
through the heater coil. 35. These functions are

performed when the humidity within the hous
ing 2 is high.
In the winter the air coraditioning systern op

ate as follows: The silica gel is dry. When the
switch blade 80 is in position. A the blower 39 is

10 operating.

Heater coil 36 is not energized as
the temperature of the Warin moist incoming air

satisfies the ther:hostat 40 and its contacts are

erates as follows:

open to break the circuit through the coil. Hy

may be set to: any temperature' for keeping a

electrical circuit is broken. The Warn moist air

60 is satisfied because the silica gel 5,
The thermostat 49, which may be manually 15 grostat
being
unSaturated,
maintains the air Within the
adjustable over a wider" range of temperatures,
container at a low moisture content. Thus its

person comfortable. The confort pad ) is
is forced through the silica gel container 5
thrown over a person either by itself or with
where. Substantially all of its moisture is re
blankets on top of it. The operator throws the 20 moved, and this dry air is hown onto the person
switch 8 on the control anel: 20 into position A.
in bed thereby making him feel cool due to the
Power is thus supplied to the electrical driving
evaporation of the body moisture. Sufficient
unit in the air pump 30 which sucks in air
silica, gel 51 is in the housing 2 for a number of
through the opening 23 and blows it by means
hours
operation, such, for exampie, as 10
of tube 3 into the comfort pad 3 and from 25 hours. of
This
means that there in ust be sufficient,
there it flows around a person's body. The ther.
Silica,
gel
to
absorb the moisture from the air
nostat. 40, not, being satisfied by the cool air
which passes through the containe in ten hours
which is being taken in at the inlet 23, es
of operation. Thus the volutine of air which is
tablishes an electrical circuit through the heater
blown
a person should be kept to a mini
36 and the aii" which is blown out. of Cinp out 30 murn. about
For this reason provide pin holes only
let 35 is heated. This air passes through the
on the bottom layer of the materia which coin
silica gel 5f thereby heating the silica, gel, and
prises
the pad 0.
the Warrn! air passes; through tube f3. Which
After
the device has been in operation all night
may be heat insulated; into the comfort pad 9
the moisture which has been absorbed by the
from: where it passes out of the small pin holes
silica, gel must be driven off in order to prepare
3 and into: Coitact with the ioctly of the perSOE
the silica gel for the next night's operation. Thus,
in bed. Upon; the thermostat. 4) becoming. Sat
upon rising in the morning switch blade 80 is
isfied by the heat Supplied by the 'coil 36 it ope:S
thrown
into position B, where blade 8 establishes
a circuit which breaks the current supply to the
coil 36 thereby shutting off the heat. The air 40 a circuit through wire 4, through switch 33
(when hygrostat switch is closed), and through
which is blown through the silica gel 5 after the
heater has been turned off, is slightly Warined the heater 36. Blade 82 establishes a circuit
through wire , through switch 83 (when hy
due to the heat that is stored in the silica gel
grostat Switch is closed), and through-wire 2 to
but soon the therinostat Will no longer be Satise
fied and will close the coil energizing circuit 4.5 energize. the blower 39. The hygrostat switch

thereby supplying current to the heater 33.

Will be closed due to the Saturation or near satu

While I have shown a heater device which is

operated by a nake-and-break, the nostat, it is
also to be understood that it...is within the Scope

of my invention to utilize a heater device which
does not continually turn on and off, but which
supplies a relatively constant annount of heat

50

and the the mostat operates; to adjust the
amount from Zero to a large amount. The hy

grostat. 6) is not essential for the winter opera.
tion as large amounts of heat may be imparted
to the air which is blown around the perSoni,
thus making the person feel warm-regardless of

55

ration of the silica, gel and thus the heater and
blower will both be on regardless of the posi
tion of the thermostat switch. 4), and hot air will
be blown through the silicat, gel 5 thereby tak

ing substantially all of the moisture out of the

silica gel. When the silicat, gel 5 has become
sufficiently dry or re-activated the air which is
blown about the hygrostat 50 will become dry and
the hygrostat, Will open the circuit, B through the
motor aind through the heater thereby automati

cally shutting both of them off.
If the moisture content of the air which has
the moisture: content of the air.
been passing through the air conditioner during
It is Well known that the comfort of a person CO a night operation is not high enough to Saturate
depends upon Several factors, among them be the Silica gel, then throwing Switch blade 85 into

ing the temperature of the air, the humidity of
the air, and the motion or velocity of the air
surrounding the person. Thus, an amount of
warm dry air having sufficient velocity will give
a person, the feeling of apparent coolneSS if it
evaporates moisture. from the skin of the person.
It is this evaporation which makes the perSon
apparently feel cool. In the Winter warn dry air,
if it evaporates moisture from the skin. of a per
son, might make that person feel cool, whereas
warm moist air would make him feel W2rn, in
the device shown. iii Figure 1 dry air is supplied

position B Will not cause the Inotor 3 and the
heater 36 to be energized. The next night when
the person. Wishes to retire, he throws Switch. 89
from position B into position A. This starts the
electric motor which operates the electric blower

to cause air to be blown through the silica gel 5

into the comfort paid ill. Due to the fact that the
silica gel has either been re-activated or has not
70 needed re-activation, the air which paSSes around
the hygrostat will be relatively dily and will not
cause the hygrostat 6) to try to establish a con

to the person. However, sufficient heatriay be

imparted to that air that the dryness. thereof

75

tact. However, should the silica, gel econne Sata
urated due to loing continued use. Without the op.
erator throwing the Switch: 80 into position B no

2,512,559
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harm will be done by the closing of the hygrostat
contacts as circuit B is open at the switch 80.
Figures 2, 3, and 4 illustrate another form of
my device. The silica gel unit 85 extends only

will be about 40%. This is a sufficient drop to
be readily noticeable by a person and would give
an apparent feeling of coolness.
It is within the Scope of my invention that

of the distance is closed by a flap arrangement
86 which is pivoted at 87 and which may seal

livered through the comfort pad 2. This would
be particularly valuable during dry winter nights.

winter time when heated air is being supplied to

used.

moisture can be added to the air which is de

part Way across the housing 2 f. The remainder

One method of adding moisture to the air would
be to provide an opening in the top of the silica,
venting air from flowing through the passage
way 89. The flap 86 is under the control of a O gel container 50 through which a Small amount
of Water could be poured. The silica, gel 5 will
Solenoid operated plunger 90 and the coil 9 of
absorb this Water and as Warm air is forced
the solenoid operated plunger is arranged in the
through it, it will give the moisture up. Other
electrical circuit of the thermostat 40 as shown
methods which could be used would be to pro
in the circuit diagram of Figure 4 so that when
the thermostat 40 is not satisfied and is calling 5 vide a tank of Water with a wick of air pervious
cloth or the like partially immersed in the water.
for heat the flap 86 is open allowing air to pass
Obviously a number of other methods could be
through the passage-way 89. Accordingly, in the

against the abutment 88 for substantially pre

The comfort pad ?o has been described as com
the comfort pad do substantially all of the air
by-passes the silica, gel and retains its moisture. 20 prising two sheets of material connected together
at their edges and at a plurality of spots through
Thus warm moist air is supplied to the person in
out its area, to establish a hollow pad which does
bed rather than Warm dry air, and it has been
not "balloon' up when air under pressure is Sup
found that the amount of heat Supplied to the
plied to the pad.
air by the heater coil 36 in order that the person
should feel a given degree of comfort is icon 25 Figures 7 and 8 illustrate two methods of con
necting the two sheets fle and
together. In
siderably less.
Figure 7 the sheets have been “spot welded' to
Silica, gel and many of the other dehydrating
gether by applying to localized spots sufficient
agents have the characteristic of absorbing sub

stantially all of the moisture in the air which
passes through it until the silica, gel reaches sat

uration, at which point the agent no longer ab
Sorbs any moisture. In other Words, the silica,
gel, while active, takes substantially all of the
moisture out of air. It is not always desirable
or necessary to pass absolutely dry air around the
body of the person in order to give him a feel
ing of comfort, and during very moist days the
quantity of water to be absorbed during 9 hours

of operation would be large, therefore requiring
a large amount of silica, gel in the housing with
consequent higher pressure to force the air
through the silica, gel container. If, for instance,
the atmosphere has 80% humidity and air of 40%

heat to SOften the material and while the mate

30
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humidity is blown about a person he will feel
more comfortable. Accordingly, only a portion of

may be of a larger Size than that used for a single
pad. It is contemplated that hotels could have
a central Condition unit and pipes leading to all
of the rooms. To these pipes the comfort pad
shown in Figure 1 could be connected. In an in

the moisture in the air need be removed, thereby
saving in silica gel and saving on the size of the
unit.

Figure 6 illustrates a modified form of silica,
gel container for passing air to the comfort pad
which is not substantially 100% dry. It Com
prises the container 50 having end closure means

stallation of this size it would be economical to
actually cool the air which is delivered.
While I have described my invention. With a

certain degree of particularity it is to be under

52 similar to the end closure means in Figure 1.
At the ends it has rigid Supports 00 and of over

stood that numerous other arrangements of parts
and many other different materials and processes
of manufacture may be used without departing

which the cloth to retain the silica gel is stretched
and to which it may be connected. Between
these two supports extend a number of small air

pipes 02. The silica, gel 5 is positioned around
these pipes and the air which passes through the
pipes does not become dehydrated as it does not
contact the silica, gel. The pipes 02 preferably

from my invention.

I claim as my invention:
1. In a comfort unit; the combination includ

60

ing enclosure means having a plurality of small
holes therethrough and adapted to be positioned

65

connected to said enclosure means; air condi
tioning means connected to the other end of said
hose means, Said air conditioning means including
means for dehumidifying air; and means for forc
ing air through said dehumidifying means for de

should be of such size and number that there is
established a resistance to the flow of air there

through which approximates the resistance to the
flow through the silica, gel. If the pipes were too

large too much of the air would pass through

rial Cools pressure is applied. At the spot 4 the
two sheets 0, if fuse together and become
integral. Between the sheets at areas where they
are not connected together the air is free to flow.
In Figure 8 the two sheets 0, if have been
stitched together with thread f2, and the needle
holes in the sheet 0 have been sealed by means
of a hardenable material such as plastic cement,
glue, shellac or the like to prevent air from es
caping. The needle holes in the sheet f l remain
open for air to escape, thereby obviating the
necessity for Special air holes 9.
Figure 9 illustrates a multiple installation uti
lizing a plurality of comfort pads to connected to
a single air conditioning unit f2' which obviously

near a perSon; hoSe means one end of Which is

them and not enough through the silica, gel, re
humidifying Said air and through said hose into
Sulting in insufficient dehydration of the air. If
said enclosure means from where it passes
the resistance to the flow of air through the pipes
02 approximately equals the resistance to the 70 through the holes therein into contact with the
body of the said person for establishing a cooling
flow of air through the silica gel then about one
effect.
half of the air will pass through the silica gel
2. In a comfort unit; the combination includ
and half will pass through the pipes. On a day
ing enclosure means having a plurality of Small
which has, for example, 80% humidity, the hu

midity of the conditioned air of the comfort pad

5

holes therethrough and adapted to be positioned

9
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near a person; hose means one end of which is
.connected to said enclosuremeans; air condition
ing means connected to the sother, end of Saidhose
means, Said air conditioning means including
means of the moisture absorbing type for dehu.
midifying air; and means for forcing air through

a quantity of it through said Small holes; means
for partially dehumidifying said air which is
supplied to Said enclosure means; heater means
for heating said air which is supplied to said
enclosure means; and means for utilizing said

heated air for reactivating said dehumidifying
earlS.
air and through said hose into Said enclosure
7. In an air conditioning unit, a housing hay
means from where it passes through the holes ing air inlet and air outlet openings, blower
therein into contact with the body of the Said 10 ne3nS for forcing air through said housing,
person for establishing a cooling effect; and
moisture absorbing means within said housing
means comprising a portion of said air condi
for
absorbing moisture from said air which is
tioning means for reactivating said dehumidify
blown through said housing, means for heating

said dehumidifying means for dehumidifying said

ing means after it has absorbed a quantity of the air which is blown through said housing,
moisture.
15 thermostat means for regulating the heating of
3. In a comfort unit; the combination includ
said air, a hygrostat within said housing, elec
ing enclosure means having a plurality of Small trical cirguit means connected through said hy
holes therethrough and adapted to be positioned
grostat to Said blower and to said heater means,
near a person; hose means one end of Which is
and SWitch means having a first and a second
connected to the other end of said hose means,
position, said Switch means in said first switch
said air conditioning means including means of position controlling said electrical circuit means
the absorbing type for dehumidifying air, means to cause said blower and said heater means to
for forcing air past said dehumidifying means for
operate together to blow warm air through said
dehumidifying said air and through said hose
moisture absorbing means and out through said
into said enclosure means from where it passes 25 housing outlet independent of the position of said
through the holes therein into contact With the
hygi'OStat, and in Said Second Switch position
body of the said person for establishing a cooling
controlling Said electrical circuit means to cause
effect; and heater means comprising a portion of
Said blower and said heater means to operate
said air conditioning means for heating Said
together Only When the humidity within said
dehumidifying means to reactivate it after it has
housing Satisfies said hygrostat to close the elec
absorbed a quantity of moisture.
trical circuit therethrough, said thermostat being
4. In a comfort unit; the combination includ
operable when said switch means is in said first
ing enclosure means having a plurality of Small
position to reduce the heat supplied by said

holes therethrough and adapted to be positioned
heater means.
near a person; hose means One end Of Which is 35 8. The invention as set forth in cairn 7 further
connected to said enclosure means; air condi
characterized in this: that said thermostat means
tioning means-connected to the ether end of Said
is adjustable to Iregulate the heat supplied by
hose means, said air conditioning means includ
said heater means.
ing means of the moisture absorbing type for
9. The invention as set forth in claim 7 further
dehumidifying air; means for forcing air past 40 characterized in this: that said moisture ab
said dehumidifying means for dehumidifying Said
Sorbing neans comprises silica gel through which
air and through said hose into said enclosure
the air blown through said housing must pass.
means from where it passes through the holes
10. The invention as set forth in claim 7 fur
therein into contact with the body of said per
ther
in this: that all of the air
son for establishing a cooling effect, and heater 45 whichcharacterized
passes through said housing passes through
means for heating said dehumidifying means to
said inoisture absorbing means.
reactivate it after it has absorbed a quantity of
1: the invention as set forth in claim 7 ftir
noisture, said heater means also being adapted
their characterized in this: that only part of the
to heat the air passing through said conditioning -air which passes through said housing passes

means and passing into said enclosure means.

5. In a comfort tinit; the combination includ
ing enclosure means having a plurality of Small

holes therethrough and adapted to be positionsd
near a person; hose means one end of which is
connected to said enclosure means; air condi
tioning means connected to the other end of said
hose, said air conditioning means including means
of the moisture absorbing type for dehumidify
ing air; means for forcing air through said de
humidifying means for dehumidifying said air
and through said hose into said enclosure means

50

55

pervious to air, means for supplying a stream
of air to said pad at sufficient pressure to cause
Said air to pass through said pad, and means
for conditioning the air supplied to said pad by
removing at least a portion of the moisture

therefron.

13. In a device as set forth in claim 12, the
ditioning the air supplied to the pad includes
further characterization that said means for con

60

means for heating the air; said means for re

from where it passes through the holes therein
into contact with the body of said person for

moving moisture from the air is an absorption

means; and said in eans for heating the air also
heats Said absorption means.

establishing a cooling effect; electrica heate

means; and thermostatic control means for con
trolling the energization of said heater means

through said moisture absorbing means.
12. An air conditioning device including a pad

65

14. In a comfort pad as described, a plurality

of thin sheets of material disposed in face-to-face

for Warming the air which is forced through
relationship and connected together at a plu
said enclosure means; Said heater means also
rality of discrete locations throughout its area
being adapted to heat the air passing through
and
connected together in a continuous line about
said dehumidifying means for reactivating it.
70 the peripheral edge thereof, said pad having an
6. In a comfort unit; the combination includ
air inlet opening communicating with the space
ing enclosure means having a plurality of Small
between
Said sheets and having a plurality of
holes therethrough and adapted to be positioned
Smaller
air
outlet openings, the said plurality of
near a person; means for supplying air to said
air outlet openings being in only one of said
enclosure means at sufficient pressure to force
sheetS.

2,512,559
1.
15. In a comfort pad as described, a plurality

of thin sheets of thermoplastic material disposed
in face-to-face relationship and integrally con

nected together at a plurality of discrete loca

12

the position of said hygrostat, and in said second

Switch position controlling said electrical circuit
means to cause said blower and said heater means
to operate together only when the humidity with
in Said housing Satisfies said hygrostat to close

tions throughout its area, and connected integral
the electrical circuit therethrough, said thermo
ly together in a continuous line about the periph
stat being operable when said switch means is in
eral edge thereof, said pad having an air inlet
Said first position to reduce the heat supplied by
opening communicating With the space between
said heater means.
Said sheets and having a plurality of Smaller air
outlet openings, the Said plurality of air outlet 0 19. A comfort unit as set forth in claim 18,
further characterized in this: that said thermo
Openings being in only one of said sheets.
stat means is adjustable to regulate the heat sup
16. An air conditioning device as set forth in
plied by said heater means.
claim 15, further characterized in that said
20. A comfort unit as set forth in claim 18,
means for conditioning the air comprises a
chemical dehydrator adapted to attract and hold 5 further characterized in this: that said moisture
absorbing means comprises silica gel through
moisture.
which the air blown through said housing must
17. In a comfort unit; the combination includ
93.SS.
ing a flexible pad defining an enclosure having
21. A comfort unit as set forth in claim 18,
a plurality of Small holes therethrough and
adapted to be positioned near a person; air 20 further characterized in this: that all of the air
which passes through said housing passes through
conditioning means connected to said flexible pad
said moisture absorbing means.
and including a supply of a chemical dehydrator
22. A comfort unit as set forth in claim 18,
adapted to attract and hold moisture, and means
further characterized in this: that only part of
for forcing air into contact with said chemical
dehydrator for at least partially dehumidifying 25 the air which passes through said housing passes
through said moisture absorbing means.
said air and thence into said pad from where it
ATFRED L. W. WILLIAMS.
passes through said holes into contact With the
body of the said person for establishing a cooling
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effect.
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